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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mary Beth opens the webinar.Hello – this is Mary Beth Kurilo with AIRA and I’ll be facilitating the webinar today. I’d like to welcome everyone to the next call in AIRA’s Discovery Session Series. These webinars are designed specifically for new IIS Managers and Staff, but we hope that the content is applicable for all IIS staff. The objective of these sessions is to provide a venue where we can share and learn from each other.Today’s call will focus on documentation of service level expectations for the IIS community.   Through a series of interviews, AIRA consultant, Elaine Lowery, will discuss her findings including documentation that is being used in the community and examples to consider when drafting documents.Hopefully everyone is logged in to the webinar portion of this call so that you can see the slides for today’s presentations. 



Welcome

All phone lines
are muted

This meeting is being recorded 
and will be posted on the 

AIRA repository

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To minimize background noise, all participants have been muted. This call is being recorded and will be posted, along with the slides, to the AIRA website.



Welcome

How do I ask a question?
• There will be time allotted for Q&A following 

the presentation, to unmute your line press 
*6

• Via WebEx:

Select the chat icon next to the host 
and type question into the chat box.

Select the hand icon next to your 
name and you will be called on.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you know, we prioritize making these calls interactive, so when we get to the discussion/Q&A portion, you can press *6 to unmute your line. Speakers will also need to press *6 to unmute their lines. When we’re in the Q&A Section, you can also click on the “raise your hand” icon next to your name to let us know you have a question.Kim Rutland from AIRA is also on the call today, and she’ll be managing the chat window, so if you have any burning issues or questions, please send those in via the chat window and we’ll address those following our presentation.



Today’s Topic

• Increase understanding throughout 
the IIS community around 
documentation of services to 
support IIS

• Questions, Comments, Discussion

Press *6 to unmute your line

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So as I mentioned, today’s call will focus on documentation for services to support IIS. This topic grew out of a Workshop that PHII, AIRA and CDC collaborated on last fall, focused on contracts and procurement.What we heard at that workshop was that there was a lot of diversity in how Service Levels were established, documented, and implemented.	Diversity seems to extend to both Central IT entities as well as vendor supported platforms.Share OR Experience – my own experience were that the contracting process was very much jurisdictionally driven.	Project Manager – good fences make good neighbors, just like good contracts/service agreements make good partners.	Gather what we know today as a starting point… so worked with Elaine, gathered input from PHII and CDC partners as well.Elaine will discuss her findings after examining current IIS contracts and performing key informant interviews with both IIS vendors and IIS programs.And as always, we’ll save time at the end for questions and discussion. 



Today’s Speaker

• Elaine Lowery, JD, MSPH, Public Health 
Consultant, AIRA

Press *6 to unmute your line

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Elaine LoweryElaine received a JD from Emory University and a Master’s in Public Health from the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center. She practiced municipal finance law for 14 years and was the manager of the Colorado Immunization Registry for 12 years. She is a private public health consultant currently, including work as a Public Health Consultant with AIRA. She currently serves as one of the co-chairs of the Modeling of Immunization Registry Operations Workgroup.



Considerations when Drafting 
Documentation for Services 
Elaine Lowery
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What is the purpose of this webinar?

• Purpose: 
• To increase awareness around documentation of expectations for 

delivery and acceptance of services that support IIS 
• To position the IIS community to improve documentation of service 

expectations
• Services include all activities that support an IIS
• Services to support an IIS can be performed by jurisdiction’s 

central IT or an outside vendor, or both
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Services is a very broad term and includes all activities that support an IIS.  Examples are IIS application development and maintenance, help desk, and hosting. Another example of a service used to support an IIS is address cleansing.  It is important to keep in mind that services can be performed by the jurisdiction IT department or an outside vendor, or both.  The need for clear documentation and specification of responsibilities is the same.  As we began to research and talk to various members of the IIS community, it became clear that there is very little consensus on basic terminology and what should be included in documentation of service agreements.  This webinar is intended to begin a community discussion about terminology and current practices.  It may be too basic for some of you and may not answer questions that others of you have.  At the end of the webinar, we will take your comments and suggestions and AIRA representatives can address potential next steps.



What is the scope for this webinar?
• Service level expectations and agreements could/should be 

used to document provision of all services used by an IIS

• Focus for the webinar: hosting, development, maintenance 
and help desk for an IIS application

• Excluded from the webinar: security and                
confidentiality requirements 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An IIS should consider using the concepts discussed in today’s webinar to document expectations for all services it uses—address cleansing, etc. We will focus on a narrow set of services—primarily hosting, help desk and application development and support.  Although other services are obviously very important, and may be included in the same set of documentation as service level expectations, we are not focusing on security and confidentiality requirements and only briefly touch on disaster recovery.  Refer to the AIRA security and confidentiality documents for more information on these topics. 



How did we prepare the content for this webinar?

• Methodology
• Community survey with request for 

material
• Confidential interviews with 3 IIS 

vendors and 3 IIS Programs
• Interviews with the Public Health 

Informatics Institute (PHII) and AIRA 
staff
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We began with a community survey with a request for examples of service performance documentation and volunteers for further interviews.  We selected 3 IIS for a follow up phone interview.  In addition, we reached out to 3 IIS vendors for phone interviews.  To allow interviewees to speak freely and to protect any proprietary information, we agreed that the interviewees would remain anonymous and we would not attribute any statements to specific people, IIS or companies.  



What does the term “service level 
agreement” mean?
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• Ideally—a single contract specifying 
• responsibilities of a service provider in providing a service
• responsibilities of the IIS in receiving a service
• responsibilities of other entities, such as central IT
• levels of service expected
• metrics
• consequences if service levels are not met

• IIS community—typically uses the term “service level agreement” to 
refer to levels of service expected

• responsibilities of the parties, metrics and consequences are loosely 
defined, if at all  

SLA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ideally, a service-level agreement is a single contract that defines the level of service expected by a customer from a vendor (service performance measures), specifies the metrics by which that service is measured, defines consequences, remedies or penalties if the agreed-on service levels are not met and specifies responsibilities of all parties.1   Each service should have its own metrics and we will talk about some of those later in this presentation. Roles of other entities that may or may not be a party to the contract could also be included.  For example, the role of central IT and jurisdiction procurement.  Since we don’t live in an ideal world, in the IIS community service performance levels may be referred to by different terms, such as key performance measures or service level objectives, they may not be referred to by any particular term, or in many cases service performance levels are referred to as “service level agreements” even though the service levels expected are only a very small part of a larger set of documentation.    



How are service level expectations, metrics, 
responsibilities and consequences 
documented?

• Ideally—one document
• In real life—many documents or not at all

• Request for proposal (RFP)—
• Includes statement of objectives, performance work statement or scope of 

work 
• May include a requirement that the vendor and IIS negotiate and execute 

more detailed agreements, such as a support and maintenance agreement
• Supplement/annex specific to service level measures and metrics 
• Separate formal service level contract
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aspects of service performance may be documented in many different types of agreements.   Jurisdiction procurement requirements heavily influence the form of agreements and how service level expectations are documented.  GSA has its own set of requirements that must be met if using that funding mechanism. For some jurisdictions, the IIS program has a lot of control over the provisions of service level documentation, in others jurisdictional template and boilerplate language may serve as the basis for the agreement.  The procurement process usually begins with an RFP.  Depending on the jurisdiction requirements, an RFP can include a SOW or other methods to establish requirements.  The RFP can also require that the jurisdiction and the vendor enter into more detailed agreements.  A contract that results from acceptance of an RFP may be called a “Support and Maintenance Agreement”.  There may be a supplement or annex that has more detailed service level expectations.  A supplemental agreement or annex to the larger contract that is specific to service level measures and metrics may provide additional detail for those topics, but may not include responsibilities specific to measuring, reports, or consequences for not meeting expected service levels.  In many cases, there is very little specificity about service level expectations.Ideally, the IIS is involved in the procurement process, especially in establishing and writing the functional and non-functional requirements in the SOW and in the negotiations to document the specific service level expectations.    The question comes up over and over as to whether service level expectations are enforceable.  It depends on the way the documentation—beginning with the RFP--- is written.  If the RFP requires a formal service level contract, it will be enforceable.  If there is no paper trail back to an RFP requirement, service level expectations may or may not be enforceable.Use only in response to questions:  Technical requirements - Defining the functional and non-functional (e.g., security, usability, scalability) requirements for the IIS system itself is the primary responsibility of the IIS program in a procurement; it is the one part of a procurement that should not be determined solely by others such as a central IT office (though they may have their own suggestions, constraints and requirements depending on the IT governance process, IT environment and expected deployment plan). Non-functional Requirements: Specify criteria that can be used to judge the operation of a system, rather than the specific behavior. Typical attributes can be reliability, availability, responsiveness, etc.



Why is it important to have documentation of 
all aspects of service performance?
• Multiple entities may be involved:

• Each of the parties will have 

responsibilities 

• Documentation protects everyone 

from misunderstandings 
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IIS program 

Central IT

Informatics program

IIS vendor

Cloud hosting provider

Health information exchange

General Services Administration (GSA)

and others… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Having all of the service expectations and levels agreed upon, defined and documented ---preferably in a single document--- puts all metrics, understandings and expectations about the services in one place.  Many different entities may be involved in services used by an IIS:  IIS program, central IT, informatics program, IIS vendor, cloud hosting provider, health information exchange, GSA.  Documentation clearly assigns responsibilities so that both the service provider and all other entities, especially the IIS, have the same understanding about what actions or inactions trigger corrective actions or other consequences.  For example, if a service provider cannot perform in accordance with an expectation because the IIS did not provide required information, the service provider should not be penalized. In addition, staff turnover may mean that an informal agreed upon way to do business becomes problematic if new personnel take over and there is no written contract.  Documentation of specific measures and consequences protects both the service provider and the IIS.



What are more specific examples of services 
to develop, host and maintain an IIS? 
• Hosting—servers and operating system maintenance

• Development
• Production
• Non-production (training, testing, data warehouse)

• User Acceptance Testing (UAT) environment 
• Report environment
• HL7 onboarding QA/Staging
• Training

• Disaster recovery---Backup and recovery
• IIS application software maintenance—including Tier 2 and 3 help desk
• IIS application software development
• End user help desk (Tier 1)
• Informational website
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each service should be described specifically.  Examples of services and various types of hosting environments are listed on the slide. The types of hosting environments may be combined in various ways—for example, testing and HL7 onboarding may be combined.  The responsibilities of each entity involved in each service should be described specifically---it may not always be clear.  In the next couple of slides we will talk about some of the complicated relationships that may be involved in supporting hosting and maintenance of an IIS application. 



What do we mean by service provider?
• Hosting

• Jurisdiction information technology 
department (“Central IT”) 

• IIS vendor/implementer (directly by 
vendor/implementer or through third 
party/cloud)

• Third party/cloud
• IIS application support and development

• Jurisdiction personnel 
• IIS vendor/implementer

• Help desk
• Tier 1—Jurisdiction personnel 
• Tier 2—IIS vendor/ implementer and/or 

central IT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each of the services mentioned in the prior slide can be performed by one service provider, or the services can be provided by multiple service providers.  For example, an IIS Vendor can provide application development and support and hosting of production and testing environments through its own servers or through the cloud and the Central IT of the jurisdiction could provide backup and recovery. The goal would be to clarify service performance expectations for agreement with both the IIS Vendor and Central IT. Or, Central IT could provide hosting of production, non-production and disaster recovery and IIS Program staff and Central IT could provide application support and development.  In this case, Central IT would be the service provider and the goal is to obtain a service performance agreement with Central IT.   Or, the jurisdiction may have a contract with a cloud provider to host production, non-production and DR plus an IIS vendor for support of the application.  The goal would be to have service performance agreements with both the cloud provider and the IIS vendor. There are many, many different combinations that are possible.  The important thing to remember is that all service expectations should be clearly documented and the responsibilities of all entities involved should be clearly documented, ideally in a formal agreement. Having stated the ideal goal, agreeing to and documenting expectations may be easier said than done.  If the service provider is the jurisdiction’s Central IT department and the IIS is required to use their services, it may be difficult to obtain agreement and documentation.  If the IIS uses a GSA mechanism, there are additional requirements and the IIS and vendor may not be able to modify some of those requirements. Open communications is key.  



Who drafts 
documentation 
of service 
performance 
expectations?  
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Service 
Performance 
Expectations

Large variation across 
IIS

Depends on 
procurement 

requirements from 
the jurisdiction and 
GSA (if it is involved)

May differ depending 
on whether 

relationship is new 
(based on an RFP) or is 

a renewal of an 
existing relationship

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A service provider may have one or more standard provisions reflecting various levels of service at different prices.  Public health agencies will also have their own standard contracting requirements and the vendor’s standard and public health agency requirements must be harmonized—which is sometimes difficult.  An RFP may be very prescriptive—to the point that it includes a form of a contract that must be accepted to bid on the work.  We will touch on examples of provisions of RFPs that have caused issues later in this presentation.  



Who negotiates documentation of service 
performance expectations on behalf of the IIS?  
• Variation in who is involved and the extent of the 

involvement
• Procurement usually determines general contract provisions

• Term (usually 3-5 years), termination, reporting, invoicing 
• Central IT is usually involved with hosting services to ensure 

compliance with jurisdiction security, privacy and 
confidentiality requirements

• Immunization program manager may or may not be involved
• IIS manager may or may not be involved
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Current practices vary considerably in the level of involvement of the IIS in the procurement process.  Each jurisdiction has its own policies and those policies may be applied differently even within the same jurisdiction.  This is an area in which reaching out to make personal contacts with the appropriate people in your jurisdiction really pays off. Central IT or informatics is usually involved to some extent to ensure compliance with jurisdiction security and privacy policies.  Procurement is usually involved in any contracting process.Ideally, the IIS is involved in the procurement process, especially in establishing and writing the functional and non-functional requirements in the SOW and in a negotiation to document the specific service level expectations.     Use only in response to questions: Technical requirements - Defining the functional and non-functional (e.g., security, usability, scalability) requirements for the IIS system itself is the primary responsibility of the IIS program in a procurement; it is the one part of a procurement that should not be determined solely by others such as a central IT office (though they may have their own suggestions, constraints and requirements depending on the IT governance process, IT environment and expected deployment plan). Non-functional Requirements: Specify criteria that can be used to judge the operation of a system, rather than the specific behavior. Typical attributes can be reliability, availability, responsiveness, etc.



How should service level expectations be 
determined?
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IIS and Immunization 
Program Manager should 

analyze the business needs 
of the IIS and structure 

service level requirements to 
meet those needs

Consult with central IT, as 
appropriate, to structure service 
level requirements to meet the 

business needs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read Slide.  A business analyst can be helpful to determine the IIS business needs if those needs have not already been defined. Service level expectations should be based upon actual knowledge of what it takes to deliver the service to the IIS, as opposed to a guess or an unachievable standard or what the next door jurisdiction asked for.More stringent service level requirements are directly related to increased cost for the services.  Does the IIS need availability 24/7 every day of the year?  If it does, the cost of the service will increase.  On the other hand, if hosting is provided by Central IT, the IIS may need to convince Central IT that an IIS is not the usual public agency IT program and IIS users such as hospitals, pharmacies, etc. expect availability during time periods that may not correspond to public agency working hours/days.  



How do RFP and contract renewal/ 
modifications differ?
• RFP: Jurisdiction procurement policies determine what is 

required in an RFP
• Broad requirements, with specifics established after contract award 

between the IIS and vendor
• Specific requirements, with the vendor required to accept an 

attached contract—No ability to negotiate

• Contract renewal/modification
• Often more ability for the IIS to negotiate directly with the vendor
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read slide.While an IIS should consider including expected service levels as part of an RFP, making them too specific or establishing them at a very high level without room for negotiation may result in no one bidding or a cost that is high.  For example, 99.999% availability for hosting 24/7 and Tier 1 Help Desk 24/7 is possible, but expensive.The IIS should do its research and determine its business needs before setting service level expectations.



Who is the customer?
• Regardless of who negotiates 

documentation, there is variation 
in who “owns” a service 
agreement with an outside 
vendor

• Option 1: Central IT “owns”  
agreements with outside 
vendors for IT services and is the 
primary point of contact with the 
vendors

• Option 2: The Immunization 
Program/IIS “owns” agreements 
with outside vendors related to 
the IIS application and is the 
primary point of contact with the 
vendors
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read slideIf Central IT “owns” an agreement, there may be difficult communication layers to work through to resolve issues.  For example, an IIS Vendor may be the first to notice an issue through its regular monitoring.  Communication of the existence of the issue and resolution may be more efficient if the IIS is involved, but the agreement may require that Central IT be the point of contact.  One way to address this issue is to include specifically who is responsible for issue identification, prioritization, escalation and resolution within a specified timeframe.  We will talk about this a little more in a later slide.If Central IT “owns” the agreement, try to arrange for notice to both Central IT and the IIS of any issues.Get to know your contacts in central IT.  Help them understand the role and business needs of an IIS.  Include service level measures and metrics in regular meetings. 



What are some general considerations about 
service levels and metrics to keep in mind?
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IIS should define its business needs—don’t ask for more than you need

Keep your metrics S.M.A.R.T = Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant and Timely

Higher/more service levels translate directly into increased cost

Specificity in measurement of time periods, methods and reporting is very important for the goal 
in the long run, but may be costly, difficult and tedious in the short run 

Report of results of service level performance should be monthly—to correspond to timing of 
invoices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vendors have a lot of experience in measurement and do a lot of measurement all the time to monitor their products—work with them to see if the measures they use already fit the IIS business needs.  If not, then work with the vendor to develop measures that do fit the business needs of the IIS, though be cognizant of increased cost to meet additional needs. Ask how the service provider has tested methods to measure service level metrics against actual performance and get examples of the reports. 



What are broad examples of service levels? 
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• System must be available at least [99.x%] of the timeAvailability

• [x%] calls abandoned; [x%] calls resolved; [x%] calls 
answered within [x] minutes Response Time - (Tier 1 help desk)

• Based on the criticality/severity/frequency of the request, 
response will occur within [x] minutes/hoursResponse Time - (Tier 2/3 help desk)

• [x] seconds Response time (application)

• [x] hours/days (Recovery Point Objective)Backup

• [x] hours/days (Recovery Time Objective)Recovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are just broad examples to keep us all oriented to the scope of this webinar.  We will get into more specifics about how to define each of these examples of IIS service level expectations and suggestions on how to measure them.  



What are specific examples of availability?

Category Service Level Examples Frequency of 
Measurement

Method of 
Measurement

Availability

Working Hours: The application will be 
available 99.x% of the time [during the hours 
6:00 AM through 7:00 PM local time at the IIS 
Monday to Friday] OR [24/7]

Extended Hours: The application will be 
available 99.x% of the time [during the hours 
7:01 PM to 5:59 AM local time at the IIS 
Monday to Friday] OR [24/7]

Over a 
month/quarter

Over a 
month/quarter

[Third party 
tools and 
methods TBD]

[Third party 
tools and 
methods TBD]
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Availability can also be broken down into availability for different purposes/users.  For example, availability for a user to log in and add information and access information, and/or, availability to accept/respond to HL7 messages.  Note that the examples include specification of the hours and days of the week of measurement, over what period of time and the mechanism used to measure. The question of whether the measure includes or excludes scheduled downtime for scheduled maintenance, holidays, days of the week etc., should be specified. 24/7 and more ‘9s’ equals higher costs.  The IIS needs to determine what it really needs.



What do more ‘nines’ actually mean?
Availability Downtime per Year

(365 days & 24 hour cycle)
99.9999% 32 Seconds

99.999% 5 minutes, 15 seconds
99.99% 52 minutes, 36 seconds
99.95% 4 hours, 23 minutes

99.9% 8 hours, 46 minutes
99.5% 1 day, 19 hours, 48 minutes

99% 3 days, 15 hours, 40 minutes
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On-line calculators provide these numbers based on daily, weekly, monthly and yearly calculations.  You can add your own percentages, such as 98% or any number of nines you want. https://uptime.is/



• Standard Tier 1 support: During normal working hours 
(Monday to Friday from 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM local time at the 
IIS, excluding holidays recognized by the IIS) 

• Response to help desk telephone call (average over a 
calendar month, based on an agreed upon measurement 
method)

• Average speed to answer call <  = 20 seconds
• Call abandonment rate < = 5%
• First call resolution = > 75%  

What are examples of Tier 1 (end user) 
help desk service level expectations?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In many jurisdictions, Tier 1 end user support is provided by IIS staff and expectations for Tier 1 support are set through job descriptions/performance reviews.   If the IIS wants to contract with a vendor to supply this service, specifics of what “help desk” includes should be agreed with the jurisdiction, Central IT, if appropriate and documented.   Maybe skip this depending on time:For example:  Tier 1 help desk provides the following levels of support for end users:Level 1: Basic level of support where requests for support are logged into the Help Desk, triaged, troubleshot, and elementary problems are resolved.  Examples of this include basic “how to” questions, hardware diagnostics, password resets, etc.Level 2: This level of support includes incoming customer phone calls or emails that are logged into the Help Desk. These problems usually involve advanced levels of support that require specialized technical or application expertise and possibly outside vendor assistance.  The relevant problem or request details are obtained and the call is routed to an appropriate IIS/Central IT support resource. Types of communications:  phone, chat, email, fax, etc.Training and manuals : Website URL to direct users for more information Regular (weekly) meetings with the vendor or reports to stay current on issues and address tier 1 concerns  Extended support needs more complete definitions.  Is it important to the IIS?  During what time periods?  Who is available to make decisions at the IIS?  At what price? Is an automated response to a communication a “response” or should it be a real person?  Does it matter what the communication is?  For example, can a request for a lost password be satisfied with an automated way to re-set the password? 



• Response to other correspondence (average over a calendar 
month based on an agreed upon measurement method)

• Email = < 24 hours 
• Fax = < 24 hours
• Chat = < 1 minute

• Extended Tier 1 support: 24/7/365?
• If the application is hosted by vendor as a part of the hosting 

service, extended Tier 1 is provided as part of the hosting service—
if the IIS is not accessible to users OR does not accept/respond to 
an automatic query

• If the application is not hosted by the vendor, extended support 
must be negotiated between the parties

Examples of Tier 1 (end user) help desk 
service level expectations (cont.)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In many jurisdictions, Tier 1 end user support is provided by IIS staff and expectations for Tier 1 support are set through job descriptions/performance reviews.   If the IIS wants to contract with a vendor to supply this service, specifics of what “help desk” includes should be agreed with the jurisdiction, Central IT, if appropriate and documented.   Maybe skip this depending on time:For example:  Tier 1 help desk provides the following levels of support for end users:Level 1: Basic level of support where requests for support are logged into the Help Desk, triaged, troubleshot, and elementary problems are resolved.  Examples of this include basic “how to” questions, hardware diagnostics, password resets, etc.Level 2: This level of support includes incoming customer phone calls or emails that are logged into the Help Desk. These problems usually involve advanced levels of support that require specialized technical or application expertise and possibly outside vendor assistance.  The relevant problem or request details are obtained and the call is routed to an appropriate IIS/Central IT support resource. Types of communications:  phone, chat, email, fax, etc.Training and manuals : Website URL to direct users for more information Regular (weekly) meetings with the vendor or reports to stay current on issues and address tier 1 concerns  Extended support needs more complete definitions.  Is it important to the IIS?  During what time periods?  Who is available to make decisions at the IIS?  At what price? Is an automated response to a communication a “response” or should it be a real person?  Does it matter what the communication is?  For example, can a request for a lost password be satisfied with an automated way to re-set the password? 



Questions/issues from IIS/Central IT staff
Urgent: Resolution procedures are initiated within 15 minutes of 
notice from the IIS, Monday through Friday (7:00 AM to 6:00 PM local 
IIS time), excluding local holidays and within 2-4 hours at all other 
times

• Option 1—The response time target for resolution will be mutually developed at 
the time the problem is identified

• Option 2—The parties establish a set time frame for resolution
Non-urgent: Categorized by criticality/severity/frequency (high 
impact to low impact)  

• Option 1—The response time target for resolution will be mutually developed at 
the time the problem is identified

• Option 2—The parties establish set time frames for % of issues in each severity 
category with resolution within [x] days/months

What are examples of Tier 2/3 support 
level expectations?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tier 2/3 must be defined by the parties.  It may be anything that the IIS cannot answer and expectations might have some of the same qualities as Tier 1 discussed in the prior slide.The obvious problem with these examples is that they are not specific.  However, it is hard to be more specific.  Some suggestions about how to make them more specific are:  Define “urgent”IIS cannot be accessed by IIS staffIIS UI/EDE cannot be accessed by a significant number of users and/or users reporting a substantial volume of immunizationsDefine specific time and method for response to initial report through resolution for urgent and non-urgent issues.  Methods would include automated/call/online/email.A RACI matrix to show expectations for identification, prioritization, reporting and resolution of issues, and escalation, if needed



What are examples of response time 
service level expectations?

Response within [4] seconds to an HL7 query

Run time for a specific category of reports (AFIX/IQIP) 
or single report
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only things within the control of the vendor should be included in this measure—beginning at the time the query is received to the time the response is sent.MACAW measures end to end and is not appropriate for a service level expectation (MBK note – and MACAW also measures pre-production, not production systems)



What are examples of disaster recovery 
expectations?

Recovery Time Objective (RTO):
• Servers must be back online and available within [6] [24] 

hours. 

Recovery Point Objective (RPO):
• [1] hour is the maximum amount of data that can be lost 

Annual test
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Less time is directly related to increased cost.  IIS should decide what it needs.



What are consequences for not meeting 
a service performance expectation?
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Termination of the contract

Notice and opportunity to correct

Withhold % of monthly payment until resolved or 
until the end of the contract period 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Until recently, the primary potential consequence of not meeting a performance expectation was a general contract termination provision which may have been buried deep in the boilerplate of the general contract.  More recently, some RFPs or contract renewals have included more specific provisions concerning service level expectations, including consequences for not meeting a service level expectation.  The specific consequences almost always include notice and an opportunity to correct.  Some agreements that allow a percentage of payment (10-15%) to be withheld from a monthly payment if expectations are not met.  On the other hand, some jurisdictions do not allow a ‘hold back’ and some IIS feel that it is better to work together to resolve issues and counterproductive to have monetary penalties.  Since so many states are in consortiums now, a monetary penalty from one state could adversely affect other states.  Monetary penalties probably will never compensate for a loss to the jurisdiction, so the best outcome may be to encourage consistently working together so that the problem can be identified and addressed early (before it becomes a major issue) and the vendor can earn back any withheld amount. Large penalties may also result in the vendor charging higher fees to compensate for the risk of incurring a penalty. Consequences should never be used unless the performance is in the control of the vendor.Open communications is key.



What else should be documented?
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Detailed description of service expected

Detailed metrics and methods by which the services are measured

Reporting/Escalation requirements 

Roles and responsibilities of each party 

Payment provisions 

Consequences if the service requirements are not met

Dispute resolution process

Security, privacy and confidentiality provisions 

Breach notification provisions 

Update mechanism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have already talked about description of service levels, metrics and methods earlier in this webinar. Reporting requirements. For example, contents and frequency. Ensure that the monitoring system chosen fits the IIS needs.  An automated data collection system is easier to manage.  Manual data collection may not be reliable or sustainable. Measures should be simple to understand.  Complicated analysis may be too costly to perform and may not be available in a timely manner.Define how often the monitoring data is reviewed and who is involved in the review and sign off (may be defined under roles and responsibilities).Roles and responsibilities of each party. For example, IIS signs off that service levels have been met prior to payment of an invoice Update mechanism. For update mechanisms, include specifics around the method by which metrics are modified, added or deleted. Service requirements and vendor capabilities change and experience with the metrics may indicate that changes are necessary. This can be difficult given state procurement rules.  Build in a periodic review. Payment provisions.  For example, monthly fee paid after receipt of required reports.  Watch for indemnification provisions for services performed by entities that have not been part of the IIS community.  Most vendors that have not had experience with government entities will want them and most governmental jurisdictions will not be able to agree to them. 



What are next steps?
AIRA is going to continue to work with the 
community, including CDC, PHII, IIS and 
Immunization Programs, to define future work, which 
could include:

• A more formal discussion with the migration project within 
the TA Collaborative (CDC, PHII, and AIRA) to explore how 
to address IIS programs’ most pressing needs

• A needs assessment/survey to more comprehensively 
assess gaps in information and knowledge about SLAs

• User groups to discuss SLA development
• Development of a set of sample/template SLAs to use as a 

starting point 
• Similar to standard requirements
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Questions, Comments, Discussion?

?



Questions, Comments, Discussion?

How do I ask a question?
• To unmute your line press *6

• Via WebEx:

Select the chat icon next to the host 
and type question into the chat box.

Select the hand icon next to your 
name and you will be called on.



Thank you to our presenters, and 
thanks to all of you for joining us! 

A brief evaluation survey will be sent out 
following this webinar

The next Discovery Session will be June 24th at 
4pm ET
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